
 
 
 

Grades K-12 Library and Technology: Power Standards 
 

Strand:   information and inquiry 

       I CAN 

Cluster 1: Inquire  

K-5.IAI.1 
K-5.IAI.2 

 K-
5 

 6-
8 

9-
12 

 

 I can pick a topic and find answers to the 
questions. 

x     

 I can choose a topic for research and 
develop the required number of questions 
on that topic. 

  x   

 I can select and narrow a topic for research 
& develop questions for the topic. 

   x  

       

Cluster 2: Access 

K-5.IAI.3       

 I can find a variety of materials on my topic 
with help from my teacher 

x     

 I can choose the most appropriate material 
from a variety of resources for my research 
topic. 

  x   

 I can select the most appropriate library 
print, digital, and subscription resources 
from school, academic, and public libraries 
for my research topic.  

   x  

K-5.IAI.4 
K-5.IAI.5 

      

 I can find answers to my questions in 
materials with help from my teacher. 

x     

 I can locate information within my resources 
with some guidance. 

  x   

 I can independently use a variety of search 
strategies within my resources to retrieve 

   x  



information. 

Cluster 3: Evaluate 

K-5.IAI.6       

  
I can decide if my information is  
*accurate.  
* up-to-date  
*appropriate.  
 *proper. 

x     

 I can determine if my information is: 
* accurate 
 *current  
 *appropriate 
 *reasonable 
* credible 
* detailed 
 

  X   

 I can evaluate information on the basis of : 
*accuracy  
*currency  
*reasonableness  
*appropriateness  
*credibility  
 *detail 
* support 
*social and cultural bias  

   x  

       

K-5:IAI.7       

 I can change search strategies to find 
missing information with teacher guidance. 

x     

 I can use new search strategies to fill 
information gaps. 

  x   

 I can determine information gaps and 
devise new search strategies.  

   x  

Cluster 4: Develop and Share 

K-5: IAI.9       

 I can organize my information using print 
and digital graphic organizers. 

x     



 I can organize  and analyze my information 
using print or digital graphic organizers 

  x   

 I can organize, analyze, and synthesize my 
research information using print or digital 
graphic organizers. 

   x  

       

K-5:IAI.12       

       

 I can evaluate my research using a rubric or 
peer review checklist. 

x     

 I can evaluate and reflect on my research 
process using assessment techniques. 

  x   

 *I can evaluate and reflect using 
assessment techniques such as rubrics, 
electronic portfolios and peer feedback.  
*I can develop strategies for future 
investigations. 
 

   x  

 


